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Mission Statements 
“I	became	a	journalist	to	come	as	close	as	possible	to	the	heart	of	the	world.”	

Henry	R.	Luce,	American	Publisher	and	Editor,	1898-1967 
 

All newspapers and yearbooks start out exactly the same, just pica-
gridded layout pages. Every staff has 26 letters of the alphabet, blank pages waiting to be filled, 
and a variety of design, writing, and photography options just waiting to be transformed into the 
recreation of an event or the story of the year. Most of all, each staff is given the role as authors 
of the documentary of our school year that awaits us. Each of the over 1,000 students of Mattoon 
High School have bestowed upon us the responsibility (through a contract that includes a product 
“sight unseen”) to capture each event, each emotion, each day. It is as high a calling as there is in 
high school – and you will determine our next steps. 
 
This next big adventure will be fun, but you must also maintain a true professionalism along with 
the highest ethical standards. Treat all other staff members (as well as all others at Mattoon High 
School and in our community) with respect; help and be part of the team whenever possible; be 
responsible for your work, our resources (computers, cameras, etc.) and deadlines; keep the 
journalism room clean and organized; and make sure your appearance and dress is professional, 
particularly when interacting with advertisers and the Mattoon community. I expect both of our 
staffs to function as truly professional journalistic organizations – regardless of your age or 
experience, you can be so much more than many believe teenagers can be. 
 
This book is a guideline for both our newspaper and yearbook our staffs. Read through it. 
Personalize it. Customize it with our collective ideas and goals. Transform it as needed for our 
needs. Create your own policies. Define our own design and style. This manual is our framework 
for constructing two fabulous, award-winning publications; it is up to you to put actions to these 
words. 
 
 
The MHS Mirror Mission Statement 
We, the staff of the MHS Mirror, strive to be a community forum that evokes individual, high-
level thinking and sparks conversation in a way that defines high school journalism, while 
maintaining a high ethical, journalistic standard. 
 
 
The MHS Riddle Mission Statement 
We, the staff of the MHS Riddle, will create a yearbook that will last a lifetime and cover all 
aspects of what it means to be part of the student body at Mattoon High School. 
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Editorial Policies 
"The	basis	of	our	governments	being	the	opinion	of	the	people,	the	very	first	object	should	be	to	keep	that	right;		

and	were	it	left	to	me	to	decide	whether	we	should	have	a	government	without	newspapers	or	newspapers	without	a	government,		
I	should	not	hesitate	a	moment	to	prefer	the	latter."	

Thomas	Jefferson,	letter	to	Edward	Carrington,	1787. 

 
Overall Editorial Policy 
Content of the MHS Mirror and the MHS Riddle will be determined by each staff and guided by 
the adviser and a commitment to journalistic ethics (credibility, objectivity, accuracy) as defined 
by the Student Press Law Center and the Journalism Education Association.  
 
To this end, the Mirror and the Riddle will refrain from speech that is: 

• libelous, obscene, materially disruptive of the school process as defined under the Tinker 
standard 

• irresponsible, advocates an illegal activity (particularly for our target audience), or which 
the editorial board/adviser deems in poor taste 

• insinuations, innuendo, editorial comments, private jokes, or any humor at the expense of 
another person or organization 

• an unwarranted invasion of privacy or violates copyright law 
• a manipulation of the truth (inaccurate) through text, photo, or design 

 
Sourcing Guidelines 
All Mirror and Riddle staff MUST identify themselves before recording information. Each 
story should contain AT LEAST two verifiable and named sources that provide appropriate 
support to the story. Three sources is the accepted standard and additional sources are always 
a plus. Reporters may NOT cover any event, club, organization, or sport in which they 
participate because it is a conflict of interest. Plagiarism will not be tolerated in any form or 
amount. Inventing or altering source quotes in ANY WAY, or claiming another’s work as one’s 
own, either deliberately or through omission, is prohibited. Visuals or information downloaded 
from the Internet require attribution as well as permission from the author. Staff members are 
required to keep their notes from any reporting until the end of the school year. 
 
Photography Guidelines 
All photographs must be taken in the “public eye” and may not use invasive techniques that 
violate a person’s privacy. Photographers must get the consent of an individual being 
photographed if the subject is not clearly in the public eye. All photos are to be printed as taken.  
The alteration of any photo is not allowed.  If the design of a layout requires artistic alteration, 
the photo must clearly be defined as a “Photo Illustration.” Photos depicting any form behavior 
or concept that is contrary to the overall editorial policy will not be allowed.  Any staff member 
taking pictures during a class must check with the classroom teacher for permission. The 
photographer MUST write down the names of students and their year in school so that 
information can be included in the caption/cutline accurately.  If this is not possible, get the name 
of the coach, activity sponsor, or organization sponsor, so they can be contacted to help identify 
students in a photograph.  
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Senior pictures for the yearbook must follow these guidelines: pictures MUST be a head and 
shoulders shot, pictures MUST have a neutral background, no props in the pictures (examples:  
animals, cars, sports memorabilia, etc.), pictures MUST follow the school’s dress code. 
 
Letters to the Editor, Editorials, and Columns/Cartoons 
The MHS Mirror will accept and consider publication of letters to the editor. Letters should not 
exceed 300 words. The Mirror reserves the right to edit for spelling and grammar and to verify 
all information contained in letters. Letters that prove to be erroneous in fact, contain libelous 
materials, or are excessive in length and/or grammatical errors will be returned to the author for 
resubmission. The author’s name MUST be included with the letter, and the authenticity of all 
submissions will be verified. Once contributed, the letter become the property of The Mirror and 
will be treated accordingly. Editorials appearing in the Opinion section of The MHS Mirror will 
present the views of the editorial board as a whole (decided by simple majority), and no single 
member of the board will be held responsible for content. Guest and staff columns, as well as 
editorial cartoons, that appear within the Opinion section will be bylined and represent the 
views of the author alone. They do not necessarily represent the views of the staff, adviser, 
administration or board of education. Comments submitted via the online versions of our 
publications will be approved by the adviser before posting in every case to make sure they agree 
with our editorial guidelines. 
 
Corrections 
The MHS Mirror and the MHS Riddle will never knowingly publish inaccuracies. If any error is 
found, publications are obligated to correct the error as soon as possible, regardless of the source 
of the error. For both publications, a correction announcement will be composed and read for at 
least one day during the Mattoon High School announcements. Those involved will be contacted, 
if necessary, by the reporter or editor-in-chief (and possibly the adviser) for a formal apology. 
For the MHS Mirror, corrections will run on page two of the next month’s edition. For the online 
editions, either publication will update text or photos as needed as soon as possible. 
 
Obituaries 
The MHS Mirror will treat all deaths in a tasteful and respectful manner. The newspaper 
reserves the right to make decisions regarding the coverage of staff or student deaths based on 
timeliness and the circumstances surrounding the death, but in general, any current student, staff 
member, faculty member, or building administrator who dies during the year will be recognized 
in the school newspaper. The Mirror will publish factual information (date of birth, date of death, 
survivors, organizations, hobbies and interests) in an at least 300-word obituary/feature story and 
include one mug shot if possible. The staff will also consult with the deceased’s family before 
publishing. An issue should not be dedicated to or in memory of the deceased. Letters to the 
editor will also be accepted regarding the death. 
 
Should a student and/or school staff die any time during the current coverage period of the MHS 
Riddle, the staff will treat the death in a tasteful, respectful manner – in accordance with the 
family’s wishes. The school yearbook will publish factual information (date of birth, date of 
death, survivors, organizations, hobbies and interests) in the form of a memorial and at least a 
mug shot, if possible, in a 1/4-page space. The Riddle will first consult the deceased’s family 
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before publishing, and if the family desires a recognition ad instead, those wishes will be 
honored. A book or any portion of it should not be dedicated to or in memory of the deceased. 
 
Off-the-Record Reporting 
The MHS Mirror and MHS Riddle policy is for reporters never to agree to conduct an interview 
in any way other than on-the-record, unless the editor in chief AND adviser have been consulted 
before the interview and agree. If a source asks for a portion of the interview off the record, that 
can be accommodated at the staff member’s discretion. In almost every situation, the reporter can 
and should find another way to get the story or information. Anonymous sources are not used in 
the MHS Mirror or the MHS Riddle, unless prior approval has been given by the EIC, adviser, in 
consultation with the MHS administration. 
 
Reporting of Criminal Activity 
Criminal activity will be reported only when it takes place at Mattoon High School or when it 
directly impacts the operation of the school. Publications will follow state-established guidelines 
for the reporting of juvenile offenders.  The names of offenders under the age of 18 shall be 
withheld. Reporters are encouraged to check any criminal matter with the appropriate public 
agency and shall adhere to the public record guidelines of Coles County and the state of Illinois, 
in consultation with the MHS administration. 
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Advertising 
“Many	a	small	thing	has	been	made	large	by	the	right	kind	of	advertising.”	

Mark	Twain	(1835-1910)	
 

Overall Advertising Policy 
Both the MHS Mirror and the MHS Riddle gladly accept advertising as a way to support the 
delivery of our content; however, we strive not to let advertising influence or alter our editorial 
decisions.  
 
Advertising Content Guidelines 
All advertising accepted by the staff must meet the same guidelines as the editorial content 
policy. Advertising shall offer merchandise or service on its merits and refrain from attacking 
competitors unfairly or disparaging their products, services, or methods of doing business. 
The staff may run political advertisements and will attempt to solicit equally from all parties. The 
staff will not accept advertisements for products or groups that are racist, sexist, illegal for high 
school students, or violate other standard journalistic principles (libel, obscenity, invasion of 
privacy, disruption). The staff reserves the right to reject any ad as the need arises. Ads accepted 
by the staff are not an endorsement from the staff, adviser, administration or board of education. 
 
Advertising Sales Guidelines (Business and Recognition Ads) 
We will provide advertising according to the specifications of the contract provided to our 
clients. The client agrees to provide a camera-ready advertisement or the art and copy necessary 
to create an advertisement by one of our staff members. Payment is due within 30 days of the 
publication of the advertisement, unless noted differently in the contract. The MHS Mirror will 
provide a copy of the paper to the advertiser as proof of publication, and clients are welcome to 
purchase a copy of the MHS Riddle. We reserve the right to reject, edit or cancel any 
advertisement at any time. If a business pays for advertising and the staff decides to cancel the 
advertising, the full purchase price of said advertising will be refunded. Clubs may purchase an 
ad the same as any community business. All friends and family are able to purchase a 
recognition ad for their senior in the yearbook. The staff will design each ad and has final 
editorial rights. All content will be edited for accuracy and appropriateness. 
 
Yearbook Return Policy 
Books are sold at student registration and then in the fall. All orders must be paid in full. If there 
are some copies available for sale at distribution, they will be at a higher cost than at registration 
or at the fall sales drive. All yearbook sales are final and refunds will not be made based on 
content or unintentional errors. Exchanges can be made for books with minor printing flaws (as 
caused by the plant only) if no writing has been done in the book. If a book has been written in, 
then no exchange can be made unless the adviser feels the flaw in the book is of major 
proportion (pages missing, pages in upside down, etc. for a singular book). It will be the 
responsibility of the buyer to provide proof of purchase if no record can be provided by the staff. 
A valid receipt or a cancelled check deposited in the yearbook account will constitute proof of 
purchase. 
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Staff Positions/Job Descriptions 
Note: Not all of these positions will exist or be filled in any given year, depending on the staff and its goals. 

"Put	it	before	them	briefly	so	they	will	read	it,	clearly	so	they	will	appreciate	it,	picturesquely		
so	they	will	remember	it	and,	above	all,	accurately	so	they	will	be	guided	by	its	light."	

Joseph	Pulitzer,	journalist 

 
MHS Mirror 

All Staff Members 
(no matter the position, ALL staff have these responsibilities each month) 

1. Cover at least TWO beats and submit beat sheets EACH month. 
2. Write at least ONE article (sourced) for each issue, unless an exception of substitution has been 

made, cleared by the EIC. 
3. Take at least ONE photo assignment OR design at least ONE page for the print newspaper, unless 

an exception or substitution has been made, cleared by the EIC. 
4. Make and log ALL assigned ad contacts 
5. Check mailboxes, keep materials organized, and meet ALL deadlines. 
6. Adhere to all legal and ethical journalistic standards. 
7. Edit and proofread all of own articles/pages, or others, as needed. 
8. Assist Mrs. Bright in creating news quizzes for the Journalism I students, on a rotating basis. 

Grading Note: As the basis for grading, each staff member is required to keep a staff portfolio with all 
work done for an issue to hand in by the assigned date after each published print issue. 
Editorial Board Note: Editorial board members are: EIC, Managing Editor, all Department Editors 
 
Editor in Chief (EIC) (1-2 positions)  
(overall responsibility for the paper) 

1. Serves as head of journalism class; takes leadership in all newspaper meetings for purposes of planning the 
issue, developing, interpreting and enforcing policies and good ethics, as well as leading the creative 
direction of the product both online and in print. 

2. Provides leadership for the entire staff by modeling the highest standards of journalistic quality and integrity. 
3. Oversees the smooth functioning of the entire newspaper production process, directly supervising the work 

of all editors and being ultimately responsible for deadlines. 
4. Leader of editorial board; assures that staff editorials reflect the majority opinion of the board; writes and/or 

assigns editorials.   
5. Leads evaluation of newspaper every other month, also called “debriefing.” 
6. Reads and edits copy from departments, as needed 
7. Provides quality control for finished newspaper pages. 
8. Is the liaison to the Journalism I students (and other MHS students interested) as they create material for the 

newspaper and online media. 
9. Represents newspaper to the Mattoon High School community (checking with administration on important 

issues MONTHLY), and Mattoon as a whole. 
Managing Editor (ME) (1 position) 
(second-in-command)  

1. Serves as head of journalism class during absence of EIC, taking on all responsibilities as noted above. 
2. Collects and reviews ALL beats turned in by staff for story pitch meeting. 
3. Provides leadership for the entire staff by modeling the highest standards of journalistic quality and 

integrity. 
4. Proofreads copy and pages for content and style; reads ENTIRE newspaper before final deadline. 
5. Create, give, and evaluate monthly quizzes to Journ II staff testing AP style, grammar, spelling, and 

punctuation in order to improve staff skills. 
6. Promotes positive staff morale by leading or delegating “team-building” events at least once a month. 
7. Be leader and head creator of an MHS style and policy manual, in collaboration with rest of staff; 

distributing and being a resource to staff for said style manual throughout month 
8. Assists department editors in editing early drafts of stories. 
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9. Checks for consistency in writing, photography, and design throughout newspaper. 
10. Co-leader of editorial board; writes and/or assigns editorials.   

Multimedia Manager (1 position)  
1. Manages and maintains video, audio, and online content of MHS Mirror, concentrating on multimedia 

projects. 
2. Creates (or sets up a team to create) a monthly video segment for the MHS Mirror website. 
3. Works to raise awareness about MHS Mirror video capabilities at MHS and in Mattoon. 
4. Collaborates with other students, teachers, classes, and even businesses/colleges (LLC) in order to expand 

and improve MHS’ media presence. 
5. Posts all material from print edition after each month’s publication has been distributed. 
6. Updates website weekly, if not more often when possible, with extra content from staff – blogs, etc. 
7. Creates schedule for staff blog entries and additional content; holds staff members to deadlines. 
8. Brainstorms ideas for added content for website: quizzes, interactive features, links to other sites, etc.  

Design Editor (1 position) 
 (directs creative design and layout aspects of publication) 

1. In consultation with EIC, provides creative leadership in all areas of design and layout. 
2. Creates, in collaboration with rest of staff, templates and a style guide that are consistent throughout printed 

and online products. 
3. Head designer; creates page one layout or assigns someone to do so; delegates or designs page two (as 

desired) 
4. Supervises layout; helps to determine number of pages for issue; helps to determine which elements go on 

each page; assigns pages to be designed. 
5. Assists page designers as they design their pages. 
6. Maintains unity and consistency of newspaper’s overall design, in color and theme. 
7. Helps with headlines whenever possible. 
8. Creates nameplate or other graphic elements as needed, or assigns someone to do so. 
9. Keeps page designers accountable and on track to meet deadlines. 

Photo Editor (1 position) 
 (manages all photographic/art content for publication) 

1. In consultation with EIC and Design Editor, provides creative leadership in all areas of photos, infographics, 
and graphic elements or art. 

2. Gives out photo assignments to staff and keeps photographers on task and deadline. 
3. If no artist on staff, contacts MHS art teacher to see if there are students interested in editorial cartooning, 

other art additions to newspaper or online. 
4. Coordinates with photographers to download digital photos onto K drive, and keeps electronic photo folders 

organized and clean. 
5. Helps with cutlines whenever possible; holds staffers responsible for getting cutline information. 
6. Takes photos as needed for edition and creates special photographic effects (cutouts, photo illustrations, etc.) 
7. Typically, creates and designs photo pages. 
8. Helps staff photographers with taking pictures and brainstorming for photo assignments. 

Business Manager (1 position) 
1. With the assistance of adviser, directs and supervises the financial status of newspaper in order to meet 

print and other costs. 
2. Keeps track of billing and invoices for each advertiser. 
3. Monitors collections and contacts delinquent advertisers, as necessary. 
4. Deposits all revenues into appropriate accounts at MHS business office. 
5. Sells and designs ads as necessary. 

Advertising Manager (1 position; can be combined with business manager) 
1. Brainstorms advertisers for MHS Mirror. 
2. Assigns ad contacts to staff members. 
3. Keeps record of contacts made and ads sold/contracts for each issue, to give to design editor. 
4. Sells and designs ads as necessary. 
5. Works with business manager to send invoices to advertisers, if needed. 

Department Editors (7 positions possible) 
(One each for: News, Features, Entertainment, Sports, Opinion, Investigative/In-Depth, Centerspread) 
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1. Keep an up-to-date list of story ideas in department folder. 
2. Be integral to story pitch meeting, representing department; has final say on stories written in section. 
3. Make story assignments to staff for their specific department (News, Features, Entertainment, Sports, 

Opinion). 
4. Supervise work of department staffers, advising and assisting as needed and ensuring that deadlines are met. 
5. Edit all copy for their department (prior to other editors/adviser); returns edited copy to writers for revisions 

as needed. 
6. Supervise planning of specific section’s pages, along with design editor. 
7. Is a member of the editorial board, writing editorials as needed. 

Distribution/Promotion manager (1 position)  
1. Organizes and supervises newspaper’s on-site distribution at MHS – Distribution Day. 
2. Leads the distribution of stacks of papers to local businesses and other places; brainstorms and reminds. 
3. Works to raise awareness about newspaper at MHS and beyond (announcements, posters, T-shirts, etc.) 
4. Maintains back issues file (laminates and keeps good copies of every issue). 
5. Mails MHS newspaper exchanges issues with other schools; receives and files papers from other schools, if 

needed. 
Copy Editor (1-2 positions) 

1. Assists department editors in editing early drafts of stories. 
2. Proofreads copy and pages for content and style, working closely with the ME and EIC. 
3. Checks for consistency in writing, photography, and design throughout newspaper. 
4. Writes stories as assigned by department editors and designs inside pages as needed. 

Photographer (1-2 positions) 
1. Receives photo assignments from photo editor. 
2. Takes photos as assigned. 
3. Records correctly spelled names and year in school of recognizable people in all photographs; provides 

editors with appropriate cutline information for each photo to be published.  
4. Coordinates with design editor/photo editor/page designers to download digital photos.     
5. Writes stories and designs inside pages as needed. 

Reporter (? positions) 
1. Covers beats, creates and pitches story ideas to the section and lead editors. 
2. Conducts research and interviews in preparation for writing stories. 
3. Writes stories for publication as assigned by department editors. 
4. Revises drafts of stories as directed.  
5. Takes photographs for his/her stories when staff photographer is unavailable. 
6. Designs inside pages as needed. 
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MHS Riddle 
All Staff Members 
(no matter the position, ALL staff have these responsibilities) 

1. Attend and take quality photos and notes at a minimum of TWO events PER SEASON, by page 
assignment. 

2. Design at least THREE spreads for the yearbook as a whole – seasonal – and at least ONE 
Reference spread. 

3. Collect accurate and engaging information and produce copy for each spread assigned. 
4. Contact all assigned businesses for first and second quarter; if ad quota is not met in first semester, 

staff member will continue selling in third and fourth quarters. 
5. Complete the daily log regarding work done each day – for a grade. 
6. Complete a portfolio of best work (to be graded) after each deadline. 
7. Participate in a professionalism assessment (and conference, if necessary) after each deadline. 
8. Adhere to all legal and ethical journalistic standards. 
9. Edit and proofread all of own spreads, or others, as needed, checking every name and fact for 

accuracy. 
10. Check mailboxes, keep materials organized, and meet ALL deadlines. 

 
Editor in Chief (EIC) (1-2 positions)  
(overall responsibility for the yearbook) 
+30 points for duties (with competent completion) 

1. Brainstorms with staff members to formulate an appropriate theme; works with editors and staff members 
to incorporate theme throughout book  

2. Organizes ladder and establishes online ladder and deadline schedule 
3. Formulates story and photo ideas that help tell the story of the year and are appropriate for the theme 
4. Assists in organizing the ladder and assignments 
5. Sets and holds staffers to all deadlines and oversees deadline progress 
6. Motivates staff members throughout the year  and develops team-building events 
7. Presents information at meetings that will assist members in creating the yearbook  
8. Helps implement stylebook with copy chief 
9. Develops a listing of MHS students/staff as they are pictured or quoted to ensure that a maximum of 

students get covered (three times rule) 
10. Edits stories, captions, headlines and other elements before each deadline and before sending pages to plant 
11. Creates a positive atmosphere for staff 
12. Works with adviser in making major decisions 

Managing Editor (ME) (1 position) 
(second-in-command)  
+25 points for duties (with competent completion) 

1. Serves as head of yearbook during absence of EIC, taking on all responsibilities as noted above. 
2. Collects and reviews ALL beat sheets turned in by staff for pages. 
3. Provides leadership for the entire staff by modeling the highest standards of journalistic quality and 

integrity. 
4. Proofreads copy and pages for content and style; reads ENTIRE yearbook sections before final deadline. 
5. Assists staffers in editing early drafts of pages. 
6. Checks for consistency in writing, photography, and design throughout yearbook. 

Business Manager (1 position) 
+30 points for duties (with competent completion) 

1. Plans and executes a successful book-selling campaign 
2. Initiates all yearbook sales and keeps accurate records 
3. Bills and collects payments for sales and deposits funds in yearbook account 
4. Insures customer satisfaction with all sales 
5. With advertising manager, creates and proofs all business and recognition ads for yearbook 
6. Must be aware the financial standing of the yearbook at all times 
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Advertising Manager (1 position) 
+25 points for duties (with competent completion) 

1. Accurately organizes and assigns all business ad contacts for staff 
2. Assists and holds staffer accountable for ad contacts and sales 
3. Insures customer satisfaction with advertising  
4. With business manager, creates and proofs all business and recognition ads for yearbook 
5. Works with the EIC, adviser, and plant to insure that all advertisers receive the proper size ads and that all 

advertising is complete and correct in the yearbook 
Promotion Manager (1 position) 
+25 points for duties (with competent completion) 

1. Helps students to know about the yearbook and increase sales to meet goal with signage, announcements 
2. Creates awareness for Replay It and other special offers, ideas to get more photos on site for yearbook 
3. Project a generally good morale and positive work environment for all staff members 
4. Works as an assistant to the EIC when needed, as a leader of the staff 
5. Shares in the responsibility of timely page submission to meet all deadlines 

Design Editor (1 position) 
+25 points for duties (with competent completion) 

1. Designs (or delegates) folio and all theme pages, including opening, closing and divider pages, if applicable  
2. Organizes ladder with EIC and holds staffers accountable for deadline schedule 
3. Assists staffers in designing spreads 
4. Presents educational information at staff meetings that will assist members with graphic enhancement of 

pages and consistency 
5. Evaluates layouts for consistent design template use and graphic content at each deadline  and meets with 

staff members to facilitate changes to spread to become more in line with theme (look and feel) of the book 
6. Shares in the responsibility of timely page submission to meet all deadlines 
7. Participates in final review and records all pages for submission to the plant 

Photo Editor (1 position) 
+20 points for duties (with competent completion) 

1. Works with editors and staff to ensure maximum coverage of all activities and events, students and staff 
2. Maintains an up-to-date calendar of events so photo opportunities are not missed 
3. Formulates photo ideas that help tell the story of the year and are appropriate for the theme 
4. Presents educational information at staff meetings that will assist members with photography 
5. Assists production manager in the visual development of the opening, closing, division or other theme pages 
6. Makes sure that all photos are planned and shot; holds staffers accountable and reports photo progress to 

editor and adviser 
Copy Chief (1+ position) 
+20 points for duties (with competent completion) 

1. Works with editor to make sure all copy has been assigned and finished 
2. Edits each story, caption and headline thoroughly with each staff member 
3. Presents information at meetings that will assist members in writing or editing, headlines and captions 
4. Helps implement and refine stylebook 
5. Reports copy progress to editor and adviser; holds staffers accountable to copy deadlines 
6. Edits all pages before they are submitted to the plant 

 
Adviser of the MHS Mirror and the MHS Riddle – Mrs. Bright 

1. Coaches, assists, encourages, motivates and trains staffers at all levels of skill and experience to produce the 
most professional newspaper and yearbook they possibly can. 

2. Advises editors and staff in areas of policy, including matters of ethics, fairness, style and standards. 
3. Teaches leadership and other advanced skills to editors and managers. 
4. Maintains classroom and production supplies. 
5. Interfaces with printing company (EIU and Jostens). 
6. Evaluates all staffers for the purpose of assigning grades.  
7. Serves as liaison between newspaper/yearbook staff and faculty/administration.  
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MHS Student Publications Stylebook 
Note: This is not a complete stylebook. For all other questions, consult the AP Stylebook. 

"Only	presidents,	editors	and	people	with	tapeworm	have	the	right	to	use	the	editorial	'we.'"	
Mark	Twain	(1835-1910)	

	

Mattoon High School Style 
• Use Mattoon High School (spelled out) on first reference – after that, MHS 
• Green Wave is TWO words when a NOUN; it’s ONE word when an adjective 

o Greenwave baseball 
o Then the student section shouted “Go Green Wave!” 

Abbreviations 
• Always spell out club or organization names on the first reference. Use abbreviation on second reference.  

o Fellowship of Christian Athletes à FCA 
• Abbreviate months when followed by dates (NOT if only followed by a year).  

o The party was on Dec. 15. (exempt are May-July) 
o The remodeling took place in November 1991. 

• Abbreviate names of states when unclear, using three-letter abbreviations 
o Fort Wayne, Ind.; Chicago; St. Louis; Lindenhurst, Ill. 

• Street, avenue and boulevard are abbreviated when they are used with a numbered address. All similar 
words are spelled out. 

o 148 First St. 
o Lake Land Boulevard 

• DO NOT abbreviate pounds, feet, inches, yards, miles, etc. 
o She was 5 feet, 4 inches tall. 
o He was a 120-pound wrestler. 

• Use Jr. or Sr. after a person’s name without a comma before it.  
o John Bullock Jr. 

Attributions 
Attribution is giving proper credit to the person who said the information or statement. Material that is not common 
knowledge or editorializes also needs to be attributed. 

• Use SAID not says. Avoid attributive words such as commented, exclaimed, noted, smiled, or stated. 
• Use full name of student or staff (no Mr. or Ms.) on first reference – last name on second reference and 

beyond 
• Students should always be mentioned with their year in school; staff members should have a title; alumni 

should have the year they graduated from MHS; all others should have occupations (if not just 
“resident”) 

o  “During my last lap I found out I had more energy than I did throughout the entire race,” said 
senior Joanna Schmitt. 

o  “The new lab will allow more-advanced experiments to take place,” said James Sparks, chemistry 
teacher. 

• If two people with the same last name appear in one article, photo, etc., use full name on second reference 
OR can refer to them by first name only, depending on formality of context (feature stories, yearbook 
spreads) 

Capitalization 
• Capitalize the title of a person when it comes BEFORE their name, but not after 

o Principal Michele Sinclair 
o Michele Sinclair, principal 

• Do not capitalize courses/classes, unless they are proper nouns, or seasons 
o French, algebra, Chemistry II, English, biology 
o fall or autumn, winter, spring, summer 

• Club or organization names should be capitalized 
o Spanish Club 

• Capitalize races and nationalities when proper nouns 
o African American, Hispanic, Caucasian, Native American, white, black 
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• Capitalize political parties but not political philosophies 
o Republican, Democrat, conservative, liberal 

• Capitalize specific regions but NOT directions 
o West Coast, the Midwest, on the south side of the railroad tracks 

• Do NOT capitalize varsity or junior varsity (unless JV) or sports teams unless a proper noun 
o boys soccer team 
o Green Wave softball 

Numbers 
• Spell out numbers one through nine, use numeral figures for 10 and above. 

o I saw 12 ships and seven sailors. 
o The ninth-grade students are typically called freshmen, yet it’s the 12th-graders who are sassy. 

• Always write out numbers if they start a sentence.  
o Four women ran. 

• Use figures for ages.  
o She is 52 years old. The dog is a 2-year-old. He is a 52-year-old man. 

• Use figures for dates and years, and NEVER ordinal numbers (6th) 
o Election Day is Nov. 6, 2020. (Don’t include the current year, it’s assumed.) 

• Always spell out “percent” and use numerals with it. 
o More than 25 percent of the student body believes in dragons. 

• Use figures for money. No need to add the decimal point and zeroes.  
o $4 
o 5 cents 
o $1,650 
o $7 million 

Punctuation 
• Do NOT use an apostrophe with sports teams but DO use it with of class years 

o boys track and field athletes 
o girls volleyball team 
o MHS class of ‘02 

• Use a comma to separate items in a list. Avoid using a comma before and in the series (Oxford comma). 
o We ordered sodas, pizza and salad. 

• Use a period to end statements, never use an exclamation point to emphasize a statement, and between 
initials, time designations, but not in common acronyms 

o C.J. Stevens, junior, finished first. 
o U.S. government 
o 3 p.m., 7:25 a.m. 
o PSAE, ACT, FFA 

• Use quotation marks around a speaker’s words, and use quotes around most titles (books, movies, plays, 
songs, etc.) 

o In a quotation that runs for more than one paragraph, do not use quote marks at the end of the first 
paragraph. Start the second paragraph with a quote mark. End the final sentence of the quote with 
a quotation mark. 

o The punctuation (periods, commas, question marks) should come before the quotation marks in 
most instances. 

• Use a long dash to indicate a sudden change. Put a space before and after a dash within the sentence.  
o She will get an A — if she studies. 

• Use hyphens in the following cases 
o Compound adjectives (modifiers): She had on a cherry-red dress. 
o Ages or numerals as nouns: He was a 5-year-old; she crossed the 50-yard-line. 
o Words that denote status or occupation: co-chairman, co-star, co-captain 
o After “anti” which means against: anti-war, anti-drug 

• Use an ellipse when you remove exact language from a quote 
o Do so ONLY when VERY necessary, which is also true with bracketing [x] that adds in words to 

clarify meaning 
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Journalism Jargon 
 
Advertising 
Space in a publication sold to other 
businesses; display ads usually contain 
headlines, illustrations, copy, a call for 
action and information to identify the 
business; classified ads are set small 
with little decoration. 
 
Alignment 
Refers to the justification of text at its 
margins; left, right, centered or 
justified. 
 
Angle 
The approach a writer takes in a story 
which results in more interesting 
article or story. 
 
Artwork (Art) 
Any hand-produced, illustrative or 
decorative material submitted for 
printing, i.e., display typography on 
borders, grids and combination of 
typography and photographs. 
 
Attribution 
Statement of the source of 
information; the most common verb 
for attribution is ‘said.’ 
 
Background 
Research done before completing a 
story that gives a reporter more 
information. 
 
Beat 
A type of news or a group, such as 
education or government, that a 
reporter regularly covers. 
 
Bleed 
Extending a picture beyond the edge of 
the page on one or more sides. 
 
Body copy 
see text 
 
Byline 
Copy that indicates who wrote a story; 
often includes the writer’s title; for 
example: ‘By John Doe.’ 
 
Candid 
An unposed photograph that shows 
action. 
 
Caption or Cutline 
Portion of a layout which explains 
what is happening in a photograph. 

Captions are placed touching the 
photograph. Also called cutlines. Often 
includes a kicker and photo credit. 
 
Circulation 
The total number of copies of the 
newspaper delivered in one day. 
 
Collage 
Grouping of photos, often trimmed 
around subjects and overlapped which 
is run without captions. 
 
Colophon 
A statement giving publishing 
credits and technical information. 
 
Column 
Vertical division of a layout which 
aides in giving structure to the 
page OR an opinion piece written that 
is the point of view of only one person. 
 
Column Inch 
Space measurement: one column wide 
by one inch deep. 
 
Composition 
Part of the criteria on which a 
photograph is judged; how the photo is 
put together, the elements included. 
 
Cropping 
Editing of a photograph to focus in on 
one area rather than another. 
 
Copy 
All material for publication, whether 
written stories or pictures. 
 
Copyright 
The exclusive right for the creator or 
owner of original literary, artistic or 
photographic material to make, 
distribute and control copies of that 
work for a specified number of years, 
as guaranteed by law. 
 
Copy desk 
Area of the newsroom where editing is 
done. 
 
Copy editor 
A newspaper worker who corrects or 
edits copy written by a reporter and 
writes headlines.  
 
Cut 
To shorten newspaper copy. 

Cutouts (COB) 
Blacking out all background in a photo 
so that only the person or persons are 
shown. Use with large picture for 
impact on a spread. Also called a COB 
(cut out background). 
 
Deadline 
Time when an assignment is due to be 
completed. 
 
Decks 
Lines of a headline; a three-deck head 
is three lines deep. 
 
Dogleg 
A design that breaks modular design 
rules by “bending” text around another 
element. 
 
Dominant art 
Largest photograph on a layout. 
 
Double-page spread  
or Centerspread 
Facing pages with continued subject 
matter. 
 
Dummy 
A diagram or layout of a newspaper 
page, showing the placement of 
stories, headlines, pictures and 
advertisements. 
 
Editorial 
An expression of opinion by the 
newspaper's editors, usually reflecting 
the opinion of the publisher or owner 
of the newspaper. 
 
Editorializing 
When a reporter draws a conclusion 
for the reader. 
 
Endsheet 
Heavy sheet of paper that attaches the 
book to its cover. There is an endsheet 
in the front and the back of the book. 
 
External Margin 
The outside margin of a page 
established by the layout mat. 
 
Feature 
Type of story written with some 
interpretation that goes beyond just 
reporting the facts, particularly with 
vibrant word choice and narrative 
devices. 
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Five W's 
Who, what, when, where and why 
(sometimes "H" for how), the major 
questions answered in the lead of a 
well-written news story. 
 
Folio 
A page number, located at the top or 
bottom of each page, can also include 
section titles, contact information. 
 
Four color 
The printing of a color photograph 
using the four process colors (cyan, 
magenta, yellow, and black). 
 
Fourth Estate 
A traditional name for the press, 
referring to it as the "fourth branch" of 
government; the term indicates the role 
and the importance of the free press in 
a democratic society. 
 
Font 
Group of letters designed similarly; 
for example: Helvetica, Garamond. 
 
Frame 
The line around a photograph on a 
layout, typically .5 or 1 point in width. 
 
Graf 
Another word for a paragraph in a 
story. 
 
Graphics 
Use of lines, screens, boxes, extra 
leading, large initial letter set to 
enhance a design by breaking up gray 
areas. 
 
Grid  
System of layout in which the page is 
divided into small units. 
 
Grip and grin 
Term for a photo that is static 
(someone getting an award) and has 
bad composition. 
 
Gutter 
The inner space between two pages of 
a spread where the paper runs into the 
spine.  
 
Hammer 
A much larger primary headline on top 
of a secondary head. 
 
Hard news 
Factual news stories without opinion. 
 

Headline 
Portion of a page layout with large 
type designed to summarize a story 
and grab the reader’s attention. 
 
House ad 
A filler ad created by the publication 
typically promoting the publication 
itself. 
 
Index 
A detailed listing of every topic and 
person included in copy or 
photography and the page numbers 
where they can be found. 
 
Indirect quote 
See quotation 
 
Infographic 
Graphics that provide information, 
types: bar graphic, pie graphic, map 
graphic and the fever graphic (shows 
the rise and fall of simple numbers 
through a connection of dots), table. 
 
Initial Letter or Drop Cap 
Oversized character used at the 
beginning of a block of text to draw 
the reader in. 
 
Interview 
Question and answer session between 
a reporter and source used to get 
information for a story. 
 
Inverted pyramid 
A method of writing by placing parts 
of the story in descending order of 
importance. 
 
Jump 
To continue a story from one page to 
another. 
 
Kerning 
Space between letters of type. 
 
Kicker 
Smaller secondary head on top of 
primary head. 
 
Kill or Spike 
To strike out copy or take out type not 
to be printed. 
 
Ladder 
A chart representing the pages in a 
signature or a book, used for planning 
book sections, page content and color 
placement. 
 

Layout 
Drawing which indicates the 
placement of elements on a page; 
could be a rough or final draft. 
 
Lead or Lede 
Beginning of a story which serves to 
summarize the story and/or grab the 
reader’s attention. 
 
Lead-In 
The first words of a caption or story 
which draw attention to the copy and 
which are set apart typographically for 
emphasis. 
 
Leading 
Space between lines of text measured 
in points. 
 
Leading lines 
When the subject of a photo points in a 
direction that drives the reader’s eyes 
the same way. 
 
Libel 
Written defamation; damaging false 
statements against another person or 
institution that appear in writing or are 
spoken from a written script. 
 
Margin 
The white space between page 
elements and the edge of the page. 
 
Masthead 
The matter printed in every issue of a 
newspaper or journal, stating the title, 
ownership, management, subscription, 
and advertising rates. 
 
Modular design 
The preferred method of design that 
keeps all elements of a story within 
rectangles. 
 
Mug shot 
Portrait, a photo of a person’s head and 
shoulder area only. 
 
Nameplate (or Flag) 
The name of the newspaper on the 
front page in a decorative format that 
includes the volume, as well as the city 
and state. 
 
Obituary (Obit) 
A biography of a deceased person 
printed in the newspaper shortly after 
the death is announced. 
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Op-ed page 
Means "opposite the editorial page." 
Newspapers use this page to print 
reader opinions, columnists and other 
non-news features. 
 
Orphan 
The beginning line of a paragraph that 
falls at the bottom of a column or 
page. Considered undesirable. 
 
Package 
A group of like elements, i.e., a 
Photo, type, or article package. 
 
Proof 
Simulated version of a page showing 
copy, pictures and artwork which is 
used for checking/editing purposes 
prior to printing. 
 
Pagination 
The computerized process by which a 
newspaper is laid out, or paged. 
 
Photo credit 
Part of the photo cutline/caption that 
states the name of the photographer or 
the organization responsible for the 
photograph. 
 
Pica 
One-sixth of an inch. A printers’ 
measurement used primarily for 
column widths. 
 
Plagiarism 
Presenting the works of another as 
your own. 
 
Play 
Emphasis given a story or page. 
 
Point 
One seventy-second of an inch. A 
printers’ measurement used primarily 
for measuring type and leading (72 
points = 1 inch). 
 
Press Run 
The running of a printing press for a 
specific job. 
 
Primary Head 
An attention-grabbing headline that is 
printed larger than the secondary 
headline; often is a play on words 
and/or is related to the dominant 
photo. 
 
 
 

Publisher 
The chief executive and often the 
owner of a newspaper. 
 
Pull Quote 
Short phrase or sentence pulled from a 
story, set in larger type than the text. 
 
Puttin the Paper to Bed  
(Going off the floor) 
When the paper heads to press and 
newsroom has signed off all pages. 
 
Quotation 
Statement made by another person 
included in a published story. 
A direct quotation is exactly what a 
person said and appears inside 
quotation marks. An indirect quotation 
is a paraphrase of what a person said 
and does not appear inside quotation 
marks (a.k.a. paraphrase). 
 
Rail 
A set of refers for an edition of a 
publication OR an article that runs 
vertically down a page in one column. 
 
Readability 
Relative ease with which a printed 
page can be read. 
 
Refer 
A piece of text or graphic element that 
points to another place in the 
publication. 
 
Reverse 
Reproduction of an image by printing 
around its basic shape but not inside; 
type is reversed out a background area. 
(White type against a dark 
background.) 
 
Review 
An account of an artistic event that 
offers a critical evaluation, the opinion 
of the writer. 
 
Rule or Line 
Thin line separating graphic elements. 
 
Rule of Thirds 
When main aspect of photograph falls 
into the intersection of horizontal and 
vertical thirds. 
 
Sans serif 
A type style distinguished by 
characters that do NOT have short 
finishing strokes at the end of the main 

strokes, such as Helvetica, Arial, 
Tahoma. 
 
Scoop 
A story obtained before other 
newspapers or other media receive the 
information. 
 
Secondary head 
Smaller headline set near the main 
headline that adds information. 
 
Scoreboard or Agate 
Copy listing the season record and 
game-by-game results of a sports team. 
 
Serif 
A small finishing stroke at the end of 
the main stroke of a letter, such as 
Palatino, Times, Garamond. 
 
Sidebar 
A small feature story that 
complements the main story on a 
spread. 
 
Signature 
All the 16 pages printed on a single 
sheet of printing paper. 
 
Small caps 
Smaller capital letters provided by 
font’s x-height, usually used in 
combination with regular caps. 
 
Specs (Specifications ) 
A description of the count, dimensions 
and materials needed for the final 
production of any printed piece. 
Accurate specifications tell the printer 
precisely what to print. 
 
Slander 
Spoken defamation; damaging false 
statements against another person or 
institution that are spoken. 
 
Spot color 
The use of colored ink in printing 
other than for full-color reproductions. 
 
Spread 
Two facing pages in any publication 
that are designed as one unit. 
 
Stringer 
A part-time reporter or correspondent. 
 
Strip story 
An article that runs horizontally across 
all the columns of a layout page. 
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Story 
Block of text on a single topic 
beginning with some form of lead 
followed by the body that contains 
quotations and transitions. 
 
Style or style sheets 
Consistent approach to the 
presentation of a publication including 
the design, type choices and writing. 
Design programs allow the 
programming of style sheets to preset 
fonts, sizes, and design choices. 
 
Subhead 
Essentially a secondary head; smaller 
and gives additional information. 
 
Template 
A master page that maintains 
consistency within a design or section. 
 
Text 
A story. Also called body copy. 
Usually set in 9-12 point type. 
 
Text wrap 
Adjusting the appearance of text to 
follow the shape of an encountered 
graphic. 
 
Theme 
A central idea or concept, usually 
repeated throughout the yearbook on 
dividers that unify the message of the 

publication and give the book a 
personality. 
 
Title page 
Usually the first page in the book 
containing the title, year of 
publication, school name, location 
(address, city, state, zip code), phone 
and fax, student and staff populations 
and volume number in Arabic 
numerals. 
 
Tombstone 
Two headlines that run into each other 
so that it is difficult to distinguish 
between them – to avoid. 
 
Tone 
To alter the black, white, and color 
levels of a photograph – within ethical 
considerations. 
 
Trapped white space 
An area of white space more than two 
picas by two picas by two picas 
separating two or more photographs or 
copy blocks and giving the appearance 
of disunity to the layout page. 
 
Trim size 
The final trimmed dimensions of a 
book. Yearbook usually use the 
standard trim sizes of 7 3/4” x 10 
1/2”, 8 1/2” x 11”, and 9” x 12.” 
 

Typeface 
Set of characters that share the same 
design, also called font. 
 
Typo 
Short for "typographical error," a 
mistake made during the production of 
a story. 
 
White space 
Portion of a page with nothing on it 
used to draw a viewer into the other 
elements on the page. All white space 
should be planned. 
 
Widow 
A short line of type, usually the end of 
a paragraph, that ends up at the top of 
a column or on another page. This is 
considered undesirable. 
 
Wire services 
News-gathering agencies such as 
Associated Press which gather and 
distribute news to subscribing 
newspapers. 
 
X-height 
Height of the body of lower case 
letters, not counting ascenders and 
descenders. 
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Important People 
"News	is	what	people	want	to	keep	hidden.	Everything	else	is	publicity."	

Bill	Moyers,	journalist	
 

Mattoon Community Unit School District #2 
Superintendent: Larry Lilly      (217) 238-8881 
Assistant Superintendent (Human Resources):  David Skocy  (217) 238-8882 
Assistant Superintendent (Business): Tom Sherman   (217) 238-8880 
Curriculum/Title I Director: Tim Condron    (217) 238-8883 
District Computer Network Director: Christopher Roberts   (217) 238-8885 
Director of Maintenance: Darrell Heath     (217) 238-8863 
Director of Transportation: Mark Nelson    (217) 238-3270 
 
Mattoon High School 
                                                         Principal: Michele Sinclair      (217) 238-7801 
Assistant Principal: Michael Shaffer    (217) 238-7802 
 Attendance Secretary:     (217) 238-7812 
 Discipline Secretary: Tammy Munyon   (217) 238-7811 
 Bookkeeper: Amy St. John    (217) 238-7807     
 Registrar: Carla Dufford     (217) 238-7806 
Athletic Director/Assistant Principal: David Vieth    (217) 238-7824 
 Athletics Secretary: Debbie Davis    (217) 238-7825 
 Athletic Trainer: Cody Emberton 
Social Worker: Tracey Perry     (217) 238-7808 
School Psychologist: Kendra Rogers    (217) 238-7809 
Counselors:  
 Krista Jackley      (217) 238-7822 
 Jere Schuler      (217) 238-7820 
 Deanna Pearcy      (217) 238-7821 
Nurse: Vicky Wright      (217) 238-7815 
Student Resource Officer: Kasey Alexander    (217) 238-7804 

 
Club and Organization Sponsors 
Band    Todd Black 
Chemistry Team and WYSE Mrs. Schrieber-Roan 
Chess Club   Jeremy Gibson 
Drama Club   Rebecca Nevius 
Drill Team   Sgt. Todd Stokes 
FFA    Mr. Rabe 
Key Club   Vincent Walk 
MHS Mirror (Newspaper)  Amanda Bright 
National Honor Society  Krista Jackley 
Riddle (Yearbook)   Amanda Bright 
Scholastic Bowl   Ashley Wiberg and Sarah Burke 
Student Council   Vincent Walk 
Vocal Music   Angi Black 
Rifle Team   Maj. Todd Baughman 
Wavettes   Malia Smith 
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Coaching Staff 
Fall Sports 

Cheerleading   Lauren Haskins 
Cross Country   McLain Shaefer  
Football    Troy Johnson 
Boys Golf   Bob Lockart/Bill Behrends      
Girls Golf   Natalie Ambeuhl/Angie McQueen 
Boys Soccer   Ryan Ghere  
Girls Tennis   Dwight Perry 
Girls Volleyball   Mark Jackley/Amanda Maxedon/Amy Hines 

Winter Sports  
Boys Basketball   Josh Forsyth/Eric Sinclair/Randy Krepel 
Girls Basketball   Amanda Maxedon/Julie Lipperd  
Wrestling   Brett Porter/Jeff Gill 

Spring Sports 
Boys Baseball   Mark Jackley     
Girls Soccer   Ryan Ghere  
Softball    Amy Hines 
Boys Tennis   Joey Boyer  
Boys Track & Field  Jarad Kimbro 
Girls Track & Field  Troy Haacke 

 
City of Mattoon 
Mayor Tim Gover      (217) 234-4633 
City Administrator      (217) 235-5511 
City Clerk       (217) 235-5654 
City Attorney and Treasurer     (217) 258-7932 
Finance Department      (217) 235-5483 
Code Enforcement      (217) 234-7367 
Public Works Department      (217) 235-5171 
Police Department (non-emergency)    (217) 235-5451 
Fire Department (non-emergency)     (217) 235-0931 
Mattoon Public Library      (217) 234-2621 
Tourism        (217) 258-6286 
Chamber of Commerce      (217) 235-5661 
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MHS Riddle  
Code of Conduct and Staff Contract 

2015-2016 
Please share this with your parent/guardian and read, initial, and sign the following contract.   

Please contact me by e-mail (brighta@mattoon.k12.il.us) or phone (238-7877) if you have any questions or concerns. 
Return to this agreement to Mrs. Bright. 

 

Student 

Please init ial  the fol lowing expectations you 
agree with and sign in the appropriate place.  

_____I understand that I may be asked to leave campus 
on staff-related assignments and pledge to behave 
responsibly, including situations that require driving off 
campus.  

Parent 

Please init ial  the fol lowing expectations you agree 
with and sign in the appropriate place. 

_____I grant permission for my child to leave campus on 
journalism-related errands, relieving the school/adviser of 
responsibility in such cases. 

_____ I understand and accept that in order to meet my 
deadlines, a staff deadline, or ad sales requirements, I 
may need to come in before or after school and/or on 
weekends 

_____ I understand that my student will be asked to stay after 
school or on weekends in order to meet his/her deadlines, staff 
deadlines, or ad sales requirements.  I will provide 
transportation if needed.    

______ I understand the importance of the yearbook’s 
equipment and supplies and pledge to treat them with 
respect.  I will sign them in and out when I use them.  
Should I neglect and/or abuse the materials, I will repair 
or replace them. 

_____ I understand that my child will be working with 
specialized equipment and supplies and will be held responsible 
for any damage and/or waste due to negligence. 

______ I understand that I will be asked to help with the 
financial commitment of the publication including, 
advertising and yearbook sales and other fundraisers, and 
it will be part of the evaluation criteria for the course. 

_____ I understand that my child will be responsible for 
assisting with the financial aspects of the publication including 
book and advertising sales and that it will be part of the 
evaluation criteria for the course. 

_____ I understand the importance of being in class. For 
whatever reason, when absent, I will call the yearbook 
adviser to report my absence so alternate plans can be 
made to meet deadlines. 

_____ I understand that if my student is going to be absent for 
any reason on a deadline day that he/she must notify the 
yearbook adviser prior to his/her class period to make further 
arrangements. 

______ I understand that if I am asked to attend a 
yearbook activity during school, I will inform my teachers 
and get my homework before the activity. 

______ As a representative of the staff, I agree to abide 
by standards of good behavior, avoiding rudeness and 
disrespect to both students and faculty at ALL TIMES. I 
realize the ability of a yearbook to cover the school may 
be in jeopardy if individual staff members are observed 
acting in an unprofessional manner; therefore, I will 
reflect the best of myself, the staff, and the school. 

_____ I understand that if my child is asked to miss school for 
yearbook-related activities, he or she must inform teachers and 
get homework before the activity. 

______ I understand that my child will be asked to abide by 
standards of good behavior, avoiding rudeness and disrespect to 
both students and faculty at ALL TIMES. I will discourage any 
action that would be deemed unprofessional so that my child 
can reflect the best of him or herself, the staff, and the school. 

 
Staff  Member Signature and Date 

 

 
Parent/Guardian Signature and Date 
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The MHS Mirror 
Code of Conduct and Staff Contract 

2015-2016 
Please share this with your parent and read, initial, and sign the following contract.   

Please contact me by e-mail (brighta@mattoon.k12.il.us) or phone (238-7877) if you have any questions or concerns. 
Return to this agreement to Mrs. Bright. 

 
To show that you fully understand the responsibilities of being on a newspaper staff, and particularly leadership on 
that staff, I want you (Mirror staff member) to read and initial each part of the following contract. Then, you and a 
parent/guardian should sign the contract.  
 
Participation on the MHS Mirror staff affords students with more freedom than most other classes. It also requires 
them to take responsibility and exhibit a high degree of maturity and good judgment. As members of a group that 
produces a concrete product that will be distributed to and read by both students and adults, staff members (and 
particularly editors) much hold themselves and others to accepted journalistic standards and ethical practices. 

 
________ I will not take advantage of the freedom given staff members to leave class to cover assignments and 
do other work for the publication. I will not use journalistic duties as an excuse for wasting time outside of class, 
leaving the building or disturbing a class.  
 
________ I will meet deadlines for assignments, rewrites and other journalistic projects. If I find that it may be 
difficult or impossible to meet a deadline, I will inform the EIC and adviser at the earliest possible moment. 
Failure to meet deadlines will result in a grade dock for first offenses and demotion from editorship position for 
continued offenses.  
 
______ I understand that I will be asked to help with the financial commitment of the publication through 
advertising sales, which will be part of the evaluation criteria for the course. 

________ I understand that it is possible that not everything I produce will appear in the print or online 
publication. I also understand that the staff is organized in a hierarchical fashion and that I must show respect 
for the decisions of those above me. In addition, I may politely disagree with decisions of editors and advisers. 
 
________ I understand that irresponsible and inappropriate use of the technology provided may damage the 
equipment and make me personally responsible for those damages (including photography equipment and 
computers/printers). 
 
________ I understand that I may have to devote time to completing assignments outside of class and/or be 
available before and after school. (The higher the editorship, the more time involved.) I also understand that I 
may be asked to travel off campus using non-school transportation, which my parent/guardian also knows. 
 
________ As a representative of the staff, I agree to abide by standards of good behavior, avoiding rudeness and 
disrespect to both students and faculty at ALL TIMES. I realize the ability of a student press to cover sensitive 
and important issues may be questioned if individual staff members are observed acting in a childish or 
irresponsible manner. 
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Staff Member Signature _____________________________________________________________ Date 
______________ 
 
 
Parent/Guardian Signature __________________________________________________________ Date 
_______________ 


